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1. Introduction
This chapter describes a novel hybrid visual object tracking scheme that jointly exploits local
point features, global appearance and shape of target objects. The hybrid tracker contains two
baseline candidate trackers and is formulated under an optical criterion. One baseline tracker,
a spatiotemporal SIFT-RANSAC, extracts local feature points separatively for the foreground
and background regions. Another baseline tracker, an enhanced anisotropic mean shift, tracks
a dynamic object whose global appearance is most similar to the online learned distribution
of reference object. An essential building block in the hybrid tracker is the online learning of
dynamic object, where we employ a new approach for learning the appearance distribution,
and another new approach for updating the two feature point sets. To demonstrate the
applications of such online learning approaches to other trackers, we show an example in
which online learning is added to an existing JMSPF (joint mean shift and particle filter
tracking) tracking scheme, resulting in improved tracking robustness. The proposed hybrid
tracker has been tested on numerous videos with a range of complex scenarios where
target objects may experience long-term partial occlusions/intersections from other objects,
large deformations, abrupt motion changes, dynamic cluttered background/occluding objects
having similar color distributions to the target object. Tracking results have shown to be
very robust in terms of tracking drift, accuracy and tightness of tracked bounding boxes.
The performance of the hybrid tracker is evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively, with
comparisons to four existing stat-of-the-art tracking schemes. Limitations of the tracker are
also discussed.
2. Related work
2.1 Visual tracking
Visual object tracking has drawn increasing interest in recent years, partly due to its
wide variety of applications, e.g., video surveillance in airports, schools, banks, hospitals,
traffic, freight, and e-health cares. Tracking is often the first step towards a further
analysis about the activities, behaviors, interactions and relationships between objects of
interest. Many object tracking methods have been proposed and developed, e.g., state-space
based tracking using Kalman filters and particle filters (Welch & Bishop,97; Rosales &
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Sclaroff,99; Gordon et al.,01; Gordon,00; Wang et al.,08; Vermaak et al.,03; Okuma et
al.,04), joint state-space representation and association (Bar-Shalom & Fortmann,98), multiple
hypothesis tracking (MHT) (Reid,79), anisotropic mean shift tracking (Comaniciu et al.,03;
Khan & Gu,10), optical flow-based tracking (Shi & Tomasi,94), and point feature-based
tracking (Strandmark & Gu,09; Haner & Gu,10), among many others. An overview on visual
tracking methods can be found in (Yilmaz et al.,06; Sankaranarayanan et al.,08).
In the state space-based tracking approach using Kalman Filters (KFs), the assumptions
of Gaussian noise and linear models of state vector are made. A state vector typically
includes different attributes of object, e.g. object appearance and shape, and/or other object
features. G.Welch (Welch & Bishop,97) applies KFs to track user’s poses in man-computer
interactive graphics. R.Roosales (Rosales & Sclaroff,99) uses Extended Kalman Filters (EKFs)
to estimate the 3D object trajectory from 2D motions. (Gordon et al.,01) uses Unscented
Kalman Filters (UKFs) that enforces Gaussian distributions while keeps nonlinearity by using
discrete samples to estimate the mean and covariance in posterior densities. Under Multiple
Hypothesis Tests (MHTs), (Reid,79) uses an iterative process to track multiple objects and
finds the best matching between the real object descriptors. Gordon et al. (Gordon,00) uses
particle filers (PFs) to track 1D (one dimensional) signals. Tracking is achieved by estimating
the probability density of state vector from synthetic nonlinear and non-Gaussian distributed
1D signals, and is formulated under the Bayesian framework by estimating the posterior
probability using the rule of propagation of state density over time. Extension of PFs to
visual tracking is not straight forwards, since the size of state vector for tracking a visual
object is significantly larger than that of a 1D target. This requires a large number of particles
and consequently a heavy computation, which often hampers the practical use of PFs. To
overcome this, (Wang et al.,08) proposes to use Rao-Blackwellized PFs that marginalizes out
the linear part of the state vector (the appearance), while the nonlinear shape and pose parts
are then estimated by PFs, while (Khan et al.,09; Deguchi et al.,04) propose to embed the object
appearance in the likelihood of PFs so that the size of the state vector can be kept small.
Visual tracking from mean shift has drawn much interest lately, partly due to its
computational efficiency and relatively robust performance. Different from the conventional
mean shift for nonlinear image smoothing or segmentation that seeks the local modes in
the kernel estimate of pdf, mean shift tracking is an efficient and fast implementation of
the similarity metric, the Bhattacharyya coefficient, that maximizes the similarity between
the reference and a candidate object regions. It is worth mentioning that other similarity
metrics, e.g., Kullback-Leibler divergence (Khalid et al.,05), or SSD measure (Hager et al.,04),
can also be used as well. The main drawback of mean shift is that tracking may drift
away or fail especially when the background clutter and the object of interest have similar
color distributions, or when long term partial occlusions of objects, pose changes of large
objects, and fast change of object motion occur. Following the pioneering work of mean
shift tracking by (Comaniciu et al.,03), various attempts are made to address these issues.
(Collins,03) extends the mean shift by introducing a normalizing factor to the bandwidth
matrix to capture target variations in scales (Bretzner & Lindeberg,98). It performs extensive
search within a range of ellipses and is computationally expensive. (Yilmaz,07) proposes
tracking by using a level-set asymmetric kernel. It is performed in image coordinates by
including the scale and orientation as additional dimensions and simultaneously estimating
all unknowns. (Sumin & Xianwu,08) proposes to simultaneously track the position, scale
and orientation of bounding box by using anisotropic mean shift, where the bandwidth
matrix is used to compute the scale and orientation. (Zivkovic & Krose,04) proposes
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an EM-like algorithm that tracks a deformable object whose bounding box contains five
degrees of freedom. It simultaneously estimates the center and the bandwidth matrix of
kernel. (Maggio & Cavallaro,05; Xu et al.,05; Parameswaran et al.,07; Khan et al.,09) include
the spatial information in the color histogram by dividing an ellipse shape bounding box
into multiple parts to make the tracker more robust. (Maggio & Cavallaro,05; Khan et al.,09)
further integrate the multi-part mean shift into the particle filter framework using overlapped,
or non-overlapped regions where improved results are reported. The tracking performance
is rather robust, however, tracking drift or tracking failure may still occur in some
occasions, especially when a cluttered background or an intersecting object has similar color
distributions to the target object.
While global appearance distributions are widely used in visual object tracking, local
point features of object are often used as an alternative. One of the main advantages
of using point features is their resilience to partial object occlusions. When one part of
an object is occluded, point features from the non-occluded part can still be used for the
tracking. Local appearance-based tracking usually involves detecting and characterizing
the appearance of object by local features from points, lines or curves, establishing
correspondences between detected feature points (lines, or curves) across frames and
estimating the parameters of the associated transformation between two feature point (line,
or curve) sets. Several strategies are used to select feature points that are invariant to
affine or projective transformations. (Harris & Stephens,88) proposes to extract rotational
and translational-invariant features by combining corner and edge detectors based on local
autocorrelation functions. (Shi & Tomasi,94) proposes to threshold the minimum eigen values
of image gradient matrices at candidate feature points and use them as the appropriate feature
points for tracking. These methods generate rotational and translational invariant point
features however are variant to affine or projective transformations. (Lowe,04) proposes a
Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) that is invariant to rotations, translations, scalings,
affine transformations, and partially invariant to illuminations. Each point feature is described
by a feature descriptor or a vector, formed from the gradient directions and the magnitudes
around the point. (Bay et al.,06) proposes to use Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF),
having similar performance as SIFT (Bauer et al.,07) but faster. Due to the robustness of SIFT
features, various attempts (Skrypnyk & Lowe,04; Mondragon wt al.,07; Li et al,06; Xu et al,08;
Battiato et al.,07) have been made to integrate SIFT in the tracking. (Skrypnyk & Lowe,04)
proposes to use SIFT features to track camera poses and to register virtual objects in online
videos. Since feature points are often sensitive to noise, the consensus of a group of
points can be exploited. (Mondragon wt al.,07) uses SIFT and RANSAC to detect points
of interest and reject outliers when estimating projective transformations, where videos are
captured by an online UAV camera. (Li et al,06) handles object occlusions by matching local
invariant features learned online rather than predicted from motions, since the local point
features from a non-occluded object part can still be used for the tracking. (Xu et al,08)
proposes vehicle tracking by using SIFT features extracted from detected moving object
bounding boxes, followed by frame-by-frame matching. (Battiato et al.,07) proposes a video
stabilizer by inferring the inter-frame motion through SIFT feature tracking in consecutive
frames. These methods are efficient and invariant to scaling, rotation and moderate lighting
changes, however require the appearance of object containing sufficient textures. Several
attempts are made to solve this problem by combining SIFT features with other tracking
methods. To extend the visual tracking from 2 images to a video sequence, efficient methods
for establishing spatiotemporal local feature point correspondences through video frames
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are required. (Strandmark & Gu,09) proposes multiple motion models and feature point
maintenance by employing an online updating process that may add new feature points,
prune the existing points, or temporally freeze the updating, and (Haner & Gu,10) further
improves the method by introducing two local feature point sets, one for the foreground and
another for the background, where the background point set is used to provide priors on
possible occlusions.
While both the global and local object models offer some attractive properties for visual
tracking, hybrid models that combines these two types of models may offer better results
as they can complement each other. (Zhou et al.,08) proposes an expectation-maximization
algorithm that integrates SIFT features along with the color-based appearance in the mean
shift, resulting in a better tracking performance even if one of the two methods becomes
unreliable. (Wu et al.,08) enhances the performance of particle filters in cluttered background
by taking into account the SIFT features in particle weights along with the color similarity
measure. (Zhao et al.,08) uses feature point analysis to recover affine parameters, from
which relative scales between two frames are estimated. It reconstructs target positions and
relative scales using the affine parameters estimated from the SIFT feature correspondences.
(Chen et al.,08) uses a similar method to handle the occlusion and scaling under the mean
shift framework. While local feature points are promising for tracking, several problems
remain, e.g. lacking of SIFT point features in smooth objects; lacking of sufficient feature
point correspondences through video frames especially when the object contains pose
changes, intersections and large deformations. (Khan & Gu,10) proposes to combine an
enhanced anisotropic mean shift and a spatiotemporal SIFT-RANSAC procedure into a
unified framework by using an optimal criterion, where the mean shift seeks global object
appearance similarity and the spatiotemporal SIFT-RANSAC finds local feature points in the
foreground/background. To further enhance the robustness against the tracking drift, the
scheme also includes online learning of global appearances and local features.
2.2 Online learning
Online learning is another key issue that significantly impacts the performance of visual
tracking. Most tracking methods require some kind of reference object models. Offline
training videos from the same target object usually are not available, since video scenes from
specific objects (e.g. suspicious actions of a particular person) captured by a surveillance
camera are rarely repeatable. For tracking dynamic target objects, online learning of reference
object appearances and/or shape is thus crucial. This is not trivial as the change of object can
be caused by the object itself (e.g. change in colors, poses or shape), but also by partial/full
occlusions from an occluding object or cluttered background, in addition to other changes
such as lighting and illuminations. Online learning of dynamic objects requires that only the
change associated with the target object itself is learned/updated into the model, while the
remaining change from the background or other objects does not trigger the learning process.
This is challenging since we have neither priors on the background/occluding objects, nor
the information on when and where an occlusion may occur. Techniques for online learning
vary depending on the attributes of object (e.g. global/local appearance, shape, motion) to
be learned. Further, it depends on the technique used in the visual tracking as tracking and
online learning are usually incorporated under a same framework. Many online learning
techniques have been proposed. For example, (Lim et al.,04; Yang et al.,04; Wang et al.,07)
perform incremental learning of 1D/2D PCA that describes the object appearance in a visual
tracker. (Wang et al.,08) proposes an online Grassmann manifold learning scheme where
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dynamic object appearances are constrained on a smooth curved surface rather than a linear
subspace. For online learning of pdf associated with each individual pixels, (Li et al.,08)
suggests a color co-occurrence based method to learn the time-varying principal pdf of
individual pixels that contain motions. For online learning of object appearance pdf used
in the mean shift, (Khan & Gu,10) propose a robust online learning method in the regular
frame intervals based on the criterion that determines whether the change is likely caused
by the target object. For online learning of local features, (Strandmark & Gu,09) proposes
multiple motion models and dynamic maintenance of the feature point set by using SIFT
and RANSAC allowing online adding and pruning the feature points, or freezing the
updating. (Haner & Gu,10; Khan & Gu,10) further improve the method by applying dynamic
maintenance of separate foreground and background feature point sets under different
criteria, where the background set is used to provide priors on occlusions to the foreground
object.
2.3 Chapter outline
This chapter is focused on describing a hybrid visual tracking scheme, where both the local
features and the global dynamic object appearance and shape are exploited. A key component
of the tracker, the online learning, is employed to two baseline trackers: one is used to
maintain the dynamic local feature point sets, and the other is used to learn the global
appearance of dynamic object. The hybrid tracking scheme combines local point features and
global appearances. It includes: (a) A local point feature-based candidate tracking method by
employing consensus point feature correspondences separately in the foreground set and in
the surrounding background set through using a spatiotemporal SIFT-RANSAC procedure.
They are accompanied with an online maintenance process that can add, prune, freeze and
re-initialize feature points in the sets; (b) A global appearance similarity-based candidate
tracking method by using an enhanced anisotropic mean shift whose initial kernel is partially
guided by the local point features, and is equippedwith the online learning of reference object
distribution; (c) The final hybrid tracker by combining the candidate trackers in (a) and (b)
through using an optimal criterion.
We then show that the online learning strategy for the candidate tracker in (b) can be directly
applied to the online learning of another state-of-the-art visual tracking method, the joint
anisotropic mean shift and particle filter (JMSPF) tracker, which may result in further tracking
robustness in terms of tracking drift, tightness of tracked bounding boxes, and tracking
failures in complex scenarios.
Experimental results on visual tracking of video objects with a range of difficult scenarios
are included. Several distance metrics are used to quantitatively evaluate the robustness of
the tracker, to evaluate the performance of the tracker with and without the online learning.
Further performance evaluations are made qualitatively with three existing trackers, and
quantitatively with two existing trackers. The computations are also compared for the hybrid
tracker and three existing trackers.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. The general structure and overall
description of the hybrid tracker are given in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe two
baseline trackers, one is based on using local feature point correspondences extracted from
the spatiotemporal SIFT-RANSAC, and the other is based on the global object appearance
similarities. In particular, Section 5 emphasizes two online learning techniques employed
to these two baseline trackers. In Section 6, the hybrid tracker is formulated from the two
baseline trackers under an optimal criterion. Section 7 describes a direct application of the
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online learning method to an existing joint anisotropic mean shift and particle filter (JMSPF)
tracker. Section 8 is contributed to the experimental results and performance evaluations
aimed at demonstrating the feasibility and robustness of the hybrid tracker. The advantages
and limitations are also discussed. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 9.
3. A Robust hybrid visual tracking scheme: The big picture
This section describes the general structure and gives the big picture of the hybrid tracking
scheme, where multiple issues are treated in a unified tracking framework. The tracking
scheme, as shown in the block diagram of Fig.1, can be split into several basic modules. This
is briefly summarized as follows:
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the hybrid tracking scheme, where V(i)t , i = 1, 2, is the parameter
vector for the tracked candidate region R(i)t from the baseline tracker-A and tracker-B at time
t, It is the tth video frame, R
(obj)
t−1 is the finally tracked object region from the hybrid tracker at
t− 1, and qt is the estimated appearance pdf for the reference object at t.
(a) Two online learning methods. Two novel methods for online learning of dynamic object are
described: one is used for online maintenance of local point feature sets, and the other is
for dynamically updating the object appearance distribution. This is aimed at keeping
a time-varying reference object description thereby the tracking drift can be reduced.
The method is based on seeking the best frame, indicated by reliable tracking without
occlusions, in each fixed-size frame interval. This is achieved by using a criterion function
in the interval.
(b) Baseline tracker-A: exploit local point features for object tracking. The baseline tracker-A in
the hybrid tracker is realized by exploiting the local point features. Local point features
are useful when partial occlusions occur: point features in non-occluded part remain
unchanged, despite the global object appearance may experience significant changes. To
make the point feature-based tracking robust, two sets of point features are utilized: one
for the foreground region and the other for the background region (see Fig.1). The idea
of using the background point features is to provide priors to the foreground on possible
occlusions. The local point features are collected by introducing a novel spatiotemporal
SIFT-RANSAC procedure followed by an online maintenance process that may add,
prune and update feature points in both sets. To prevent drift and error propagation, a
re-initialization process is also used.
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(c) Baseline tracker-B: exploit global object appearance for object tracking. The baseline tracker-B in
the hybrid tracker is realized by exploiting global object appearance distributions. To find
the most similar appearance object compared with the reference (e.g., previously tracked
object, or a reference object), anisotropic mean shift with a 5-degree parametric bounding
box is used. An enhancement is added to the conventional mean shift by allowing its
kernel partially guided by the local point features. This may reduce the tracking drift as the
mean shift is sensitive to cluttered background/occluding objects having the similar color
distribution to the foreground object. Online learning of object appearance distributions
and re-initialization introduced for achieving more tracking robustness and preventing
propagation of tracking drift across frames.
(d)The hybrid tracking scheme: formulated from an optimal criterion. The above local point
feature-based tracker and global object appearance-based tracker in (b) and (c) are
exploited jointly to form the hybrid tracker. It is formulated by using an optimal criterion
that parallel employs the two baseline trackers and one from their weighted combination.
4. Baseline tracking methods using local features and global appearances
This section describes two baseline tracking methods, one is based on using local point
features of object (Tracker-A in Fig.1), and the other is based on using global object appearance
(Tracker-B in Fig.1).
4.1 Local feature point-based visual tracking
This section describes one baseline tracking method, tracker-A, in the hybrid tracker shown
in Fig.1. It is a local feature point-based tracking method realized by a spatiotemporal
SIFT-RANSAC procedure. It generates separate local feature point sets in the foreground and
the surrounding background respectively.
The use of local point features is motivated by problems encountered in tracking partially
occluded objects, or objects having similar color distributions to the cluttered background. In
these scenarios, local salient point features from non-occluded object parts, or salient point
features of object may be exploited for tracking. For matching local point features, two well
known computer vision techniques are employed: SIFT (scale-invariant feature transform)
(Lowe,04) and RANSAC (random sample consensus) (Fischler & Bolles,81) are used. The
former is used to match scale-invariant feature points, while the latter is used to remove
outliers. A brief review of SIFT and RANSAC is given in Section 4.1.1. For introducing more
robustness to partial occlusions/itersections, two sets of feature points, one to the foreground
area and another to the background area surrounding the candidate object, are employed. The
background set is used to provide priors on occlusions. This is described in Section 4.1.2.
It is worth emphasizing that one of the key steps to realize the spatiotemporal SIFT-RANSAC
is the online maintenance of point feature sets (in Section 5.1), while the conventional SIFT
and RANSAC usually cannot be applied successfully to a long video sequence (e.g. of a few
hundreds of frames).
4.1.1 Review: SIFT and RANSAC for feature point correspondences
Two standard computer vision techniques, SIFT (Lowe,04) and RANSAC
(Fischler & Bolles,81), are briefly reviewed in this subsection.
In SIFT, each point feature is described by a feature vector
fi = {pi,Φi} = {pi, σi, ϕi, ghi} (1)
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where pi = (xi, yi) is the 2D position of SIFT keypoint, Φi = {σi, ϕi, ghi} is the parameter
vector associated with the point pi, including the scale σi, the main gradient orientation
within the region ϕi and the gradient orientation histogram ghi (128 bins). First, the original
image I is convolved with a bandpass filter h to obtain a filtered image Io, Io(x, y, σ) =
I(x, y) ∗ h(x, y, kσ), where h(·) is formulated from the difference of two scale Gaussian shape
kernels h(x, y, σ) = g(x, y, kσ)− g(x, y, σ). The location of each feature point (SIFT keypoint)
pi , i = 1, 2, · · · , at scale σi corresponds to the thresholded local extrema of Io(x, y, σ). For each
SIFT keypoint, one or more principal orientations θi are assigned by computing the gradient
magnitudes and orientations in a region surrounding the point and finding 80% peaks in
the orientation histogram. The orientation histogram is computed from a 16 × 16 region
centered at pi, partitioned into 4× 4 blocks each consisting of 8 bins. This results in a total
of 8× 16 = 128 bins. The value of orientation histogram hi is obtained by summing up the
gradient magnitudes in each bin.
Matching SIFT keypoints in two image frames is obtained by searching the Euclidian distance
from the nearest neighboring keypoints with the minimum errors. Under a pre-defined
motion model, corresponding SIFT keypoints across two image frames are related. For
example, if two images are related to an affine transform T(β, θ, (dx , dy)), then each pair of
SIFT keypoints is related by
[
x˜
y˜
]
= β
[
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
] [
x
y
]
+
[
dx
dy
]
. Equivalently, given two
sets of keypoints {(x1, y1), · · · , (xn, yn)} and {(x˜1, y˜1), · · · , (x˜n , y˜n)} from two images (e.g. at
(t− 1) and t), these pairs of keypoints are related by,⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x˜1
y˜1
...
x˜n
y˜n
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x1 −y1 1 0
y1 x1 0 1
...
...
...
...
xn −yn 1 0
yn xn 0 1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
β cos θ
β sin θ
dx
dy
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (2)
The LS (Least Squares) estimation, argmin(β,θ,dx,dy, index order of pj)|| p˜i− T(pj)||2, can be applied
to find the best matching and to estimate the transform parameters β, θ, (dx , dy) at t. To make
the matching robust against the false positive, the best matching is selected if the ratio of
distances between the first and the second nearest neighbors is less than some empirically
determined threshold (Lowe,04).
Since individual SIFT keypoints are prune to noise, RANSAC is often followed to remove
outliers through finding the maximum number of consensus correspondences and estimating
the associated motion parameters. RANSAC contains a two-step iterative process: estimate
the parameters of the transform T(t)i and find a subset of inlier points from the SIFT keypoints
that yield the maximum consensus under T(t)i∗ . In the first step, it differentiates outliers from
inliers by selecting a minimum number of points needed to estimate the transform from the
SIFT keypoint set at random. Then, the parameters of the transform are estimated. Using the
estimated parameters, more points are picked up if they fit to this specific transform. This
is done by calculating the error for each pair of keypoints and comparing with a small error
threshold Te. The iteration is repeated until the error is smaller than Te, or the total number of
iterations exceeds a pre-specified maximum iteration number Titer. In the second step, it fits
the transform to the inliers while ignoring the outliers. The transform parameters are updated
using all collected inlier points. A tracked candidate object region is then obtained by drawing
a tight rectangle surrounding the consensus points.
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4.1.2 Using separate feature point sets for the foreground and the background
In the local point feature-based baseline tracker, two separate feature point sets, PF and PB,
are formed. PF = {pFi | p
F
i : Φ
F
i } is for the foreground, and P
B = {pBi | p
B
i : Φ
B
i } is
for the background surrounding the candidate object. In each set, the parameter vector ΦFi
(or, ΦBi ) is defined according to (1). The basic idea of using background points is to extract
priors on possible object occlusions or intersections. As shown in Fig.2, a searching area (the
black rectangle) is defined to be larger than that of an object region (the red rectangle). The
region between the searching area and the candidate object region (between the black and red
rectangles) is defined as the background region.
Fig. 2. Foreground and background regions. Red rectangle: a foreground object region; Black
rectangle: the searching area. The area between the black and red rectangles is the
background region. Red ellipse: maybe used for some objects (e.g humans) to minimize the
possible inclusion of background points around the four corner areas.
Both sets of feature points are extracted by combining SIFT and RANSAC as described above,
however, in different regions. Finally, a tight outer rectangular boundary surrounding the
selected foreground feature points in PF is drawn as the tracked candidate object region
R(1) for the baseline tracker-A. The region is specified by the parameter vector V(1) =
[pc = (y
(1)
1,c , y
(1)
2,c ),w
(1), h(1), θ(1),PF ]T including the 2D center position, the width, height and
orientation of the region, and the foreground sets. To reduce the possibility of including
background points in the foreground set, the shape of object type may be considered. For
example, for human objects, foreground feature points may be constrained within an ellipse
that is tightly made within the rectangular region R(1).
It is worth mentioning that the resulting region R(1) is also provided to the baseline tracker-B
(in Section 4.2) to enhance the conventional mean shift which is prune to the background or
occluding objects with similar color distributions.
4.1.3 Re-initialization
A re-initialization process may be applied to some frames to prevent tracking drift or tracking
error propagation across frames. The idea can be analogue to using I (intra-coding) frames
in video compression. A re-initialization process for the baseline tracker-A is used to avoid
severe errors, e.g., when the number of corresponding points is very small, unreliable tracking
or accumulated tracking drift may occur. In the former case, a small number of feature points
may lead to an ill-posed RANSAC estimation, or a unreliably tracked region. In the latter
case, accumulated drift may eventually lead to tracking failure. A tracker thus needs to be
re-initialized to avoid the propagation of errors across frames.
Based on the observation that a bounding box does not change significantly in consecutive
frames, and that a very low similarity value between the tracked region and the reference
object indicates a possible tracking drift or unstable tracking, the frames for re-initialization
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can be selected. Two conditions, the distance of consecutive box shape and the Bhattacharyya
coefficient between the tracked and the reference object regions, are used to determine
whether a re-initialization is applied. That is, if one of the following two conditions is satisfied,
dist(1)t = ∑
4
i=1 ‖x
(1)
t,i − x
(1)
t−1,i‖
2
> T(1)1 , or ρ
(1)
t < T
(1)
2
(3)
then the baseline tracker-A is re-initialized at t by:
R(1)t ← R
(obj)
t−1 , V
(1)
t ← V
(obj)
t−1 , and ρ˜
(1)
t ← 0 (4)
where R(obj)t−1 is the tracked bounding box from the final hybrid tracker at (t− 1), and V
(obj)
t−1 is
the corresponding parameter vector, ρ˜
(1)
t is the normalized Bhattacharyya coefficient defined
in (21), x
(1)
t,i and x
(1)
t−1,i are the four corners of the object bounding box at t and (t− 1) from
the baseline tracker-A, ρ
(1)
t is the Bhattacharyya coefficient for the baseline tracker-A, and T
(1)
1
and T(1)2 are the empirically determined thresholds.
4.2 Global appearance-based visual tracking
This section describes another baseline tracking method, tracker-B, in the hybrid tracker
shown in Fig.1. It is a global object appearance-based tracking method realized by an
enhanced anisotropic mean shift. Based on the observation that mean shift tracking yields
reasonably good tracking results, however, tracking drift may occur when nearby objects or
background clutter have similar color distributions. To tackle the problem, two strategies are
introduced here to the mean shift: The first one is to employ an enhanced anisotropic mean
shift, where the result from the point feature-based tracking (the baseline tracker-A) is used to
partially guild the location of mean shift kernel. The second strategy is to add online learning
of reference object appearance (in Section 5.2), as well as a re-initialization process to prevent
the propagation of tracking drift. This baseline tracker-B results in a tracked candidate object
region R(2) specified by a parameter vector V(2) = [y(2) = (y(2)1 , y
(2)
2 ),w
(2), h(2), θ(2),h(2)rgb]
T,
where y(2) = (y(2)1 , y
(2)
2 ), w
(2), h(2) and θ(2) are the 2D center, width, height and orientation of
R(2), and h(2)rgb is the color histogram.
4.2.1 Anisotropic mean shift
This subsection briefly reviews the anisotropic mean shift for visual tracking. More details of
mean shift can be found in (Sumin & Xianwu,08; Comaniciu et al.,03).
Let the pdf estimate p(y,Σ) = {pu(y,Σ), u = 1, · · · ,m} for a candidate object be the spatial
kernel-weighted color histogram within the bounding box in the image I(y), and the spatial
kernel-weighted color histogram q(xc,Σc) = {qu(xc,Σc), u = 1, · · · ,m} for the reference
object within the bounding box in I0(x). The corresponding histogram bins for the candidate
and reference objects are described respectively as follows:
pu(y,Σ) = c
|Σ|
1
2
∑
n
j=1 k(y˜j
TΣ−1y˜j)δ[bu(I(yj))− u]
qu(xc,Σc) = c0
|Σc|
1
2
∑
n
j=1 k(x˜j
TΣ−1c x˜j)δ[bu(I0(xj))− u]
(5)
where y˜j = (yj − y), x˜j = (xj − xc), Σ (or, Σc) is a kernel bandwidth matrix, bu(I(yj)) (or,
bu(I0(xj))) is the index of color histogram bin at the location yj (or, xj) associated with the
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candidate (or, reference) object region, yj (or, xj) is summed over all pixelswithin the bounding
box, c (or, c0) is a constant used for the normalization, m is the total number of bins, k(·) is the
spatial kernel profile, and y (or, xc) is the center of the kernel (or, bounding box).
To measure the similarity between a candidate and the reference object region, the
Bhattacharyya coefficient ρ defined below, is used:
ρ(p, q) =
m
∑
u=1
√
pu(y,Σ)qu (6)
Applying the first-order Taylor series expansion to (6) around (y0,Σ0), (where y0 and Σ0 are
the kernel center and bandwidth in the previous frame) yields ρ ≈ ∑u
1
2
√
qupu(y0,Σ0) +
c
2|Σ|
1
2
∑j ωjk(y˜
T
j Σ
−1y˜j), where ωj = ∑u
√
qu
pu(y0,Σ0)
δ[bu(I(yj)) − u]. The kernel center (or,
bounding box center) can be estimated by setting ∇yρ(p, q) = 0. This leads to:
yˆ =
∑
n
j=1 g(y˜
T
j Σ
−1y˜j)ωjxj
∑
n
j=1 g(y˜
T
j Σ
−1y˜j)ωj
(7)
where g(·) = −k
′
(·) is the shadow of the kernel. To estimate Σˆ, a γ-normalized kernel
bandwidth Σ (in (Bretzner & Lindeberg,98)) is applied to ρ, where y in y˜j is substituted
by yˆ that is obtained from (7). The kernel bandwidth matrix is estimated by setting
∇Σ(|Σ|
γ/2ρ(p, q)) = 0, yielding,
Σˆ =
2
1− γ
∑
n
j=1 ωj g(y˜
T
j Σ
−1y˜j)y˜Tj y˜j
∑
n
j=1 ωj k(y˜
T
j Σ
−1y˜j)
(8)
where γ is empirically determined, and y˜j = (yj − yˆ). The estimation of (7) and (8) are done
alternatively in each iteration. The iteration repeats until the estimated parameters converge,
or a pre-specified maximum number of iterations is reached.
4.2.2 Estimating shape parameters of bounding box
For estimating the parameters of bounding box in the baseline tracker-B, a simple approach
different from (Sumin & Xianwu,08) is employed. The anisotropic mean shift used in the
baseline tracker-B contains a fully tunable affine box with five degrees of freedom, i.e., the
2D central position, width, height and orientation of the box.
Let the orientation of the box be defined as the angle between the long axis of bandwidth
matrix and the horizontal-axis of the coordinate system. Let the height h and width w of the
bounding box be defined as the radii along the long and short axes of an ellipse, as depicted
in Fig.3. Since h, w, and θ are related to the kernel bandwidth matrix Σ by,
Σ = RT(θ)
[
(h/2)2 0
0 (w/2)2
]
R(θ) (9)
where R =
[
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
]
, computing these parameters can be efficiently done by applying
eigenvalue decomposition to Σ,
Σ = VΛV−1 (10)
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Fig. 3. Definition of the width, height and orientation of a bounding box.
where V =
[
v11 v12
v21 v22
]
, Λ =
[
λ1 0
0 λ2
]
, and by relating these parameters with eigenvectors and
eigenvalues using (9) and (10) as follows,
θˆ = tan−1(v2,1/v1,1), hˆ = 2
√
λ1, wˆ = 2
√
λ2 (11)
where v11 and v21 are the two components from the largest eigenvector. The first five
parameters in V(2) are obtained from the estimates in (7), (8) and (11).
4.2.3 Enhancing the anisotropic mean shift
The basic idea of enhanced mean shift is to partially guild the location of mean shift kernel
from the result of local feature point-based tracker (or, baseline tracker-A). This is designed
for correcting possible tracking drift due to, e.g. similar color distributed object / background
clutter, or partial object occlusions/intersections. Enhancement is done by assigning the mean
shift tracker to an area that is also agreeable with that from the local feature points of target.
Areas used for the mean shift and for the candidate object: To limit the number of background
pixels entering the foreground region, one may use a slightly smaller ellipse area inside the
rectangular box (e.g., scaled by K, K=0.9 in our tests) of candidate object region R(2). This is
based on the observation that an ellipse box can be tighter for some object types and would
therefore exclude the background pixels around the four corners of the rectangular box.
The result from the local feature-based tracker (i.e. baseline tracker-A) is employed to guide
the kernel position of mean shift, if the result from the baseline tracker-A is shown to be
reliable. This is done by examining the Bhattacharyya coefficient and the number of consensus
feature points in the tracked object region R(1)t . If they are both high (indicating a reliable
result), then the initial parameter vector in R(2)t for the baseline tracker-B is assigned by that
in the tracker-A, otherwise by the parameter vector from the tracker-B at t− 1, i.e.
V(2)t =
{
V(1)t if |P
F | > T(2)1 and ρ
(1)
t > T
(2)
2
V(2)t−1 otherwise
(12)
where T(2)1 and T
(2)
2 are thresholds determined empirically.
4.2.4 Re-initializing the region
A re-initialization process is added to tackle the issue of tracking drift or tracking error
propagation across frames. The idea can be analogue to applying intra video coding in each
fixed frame interval. The following criterion, in a similar spirit to that in the baseline tracker-A,
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is used to determine whether or not the re-initialization is applied to the tracked region Rˆ(2)t
for the baseline tracker-B. That is, if one of the following two conditions is satisfied:
dist(2)t =
4
∑
i=1
‖x
(2)
t,i − x
(2)
t−1,i‖
2
> T(2)3 , or ρ
(2)
t < T
(2)
4 (13)
then, the baseline tracker-B is re-initialized at t by:
R(2)t ← R
(obj)
t−1 , V
(2)
t ← V
(obj)
t−1 and ρ˜
(2)
t ← 0 (14)
where R(obj)t−1 is the previous tracked bounding box from the final hybrid tracker at (t− 1) and
V(obj)t−1 is the corresponding parameter vector, ρ˜
(2)
t is the normalized Bhattacharyya coefficient
defined in (21), x
(2)
t,i and x
(2)
t−1,i are the four corners of tracked object regions R
(2)
t and R
(2)
t−1 from
the baseline tracker-B, T(2)3 and T
(2)
4 are two empirically determined thresholds.
5. Online learning in the spatiotemporal SIFT-RANSAC and the enhanced
anisotropic mean shift
Online learning is an important step that may significant impact the tracking performance.
In this section, we describe two online learning techniques, one is utilized to maintain two
feature point sets from the spatiotemporal SIFT-RANSAC in the baseline tracker-A, another is
applied to update the reference object distribution from the enhanced anisotropic mean shift
in the baseline tracker-B.
5.1 Online learning of local point feature sets
This subsection describes a key step in the spatiotemporal SIFT-RANSAC: online learning
of two feature point sets across video frames. The use of spatiotemporal SIFT-RANSAC
is motivated by the problems encountered in the conventional SIFT-RANSAC for tracking
objects through long video sequences. Often, the number of corresponding feature points
reduce significantly through video frames due to object pose changes, partial occlusions or
intersections. In these cases, some feature points on the object may disappear, consequently
only a subset of feature points finds their correspondences across two image frames. This
phenomenonmay propagate through video frames, andmay eventually lead to a dramatically
reduced number of corresponding points. When the number of points is very small, the
region surrounding these points may become very small and unreliable. Further, motion
parameter estimation can become ill-posed if the number of equations is less than the
unknown parameters.
The online learning procedure in the spatiotemporal SIFT-RANSAC is designed to
dynamically maintain the corresponding point sets through video frames. This includes the
possibility of adding new points, pruning weak points with low weights, and freezing the
adaptation when partial occlusions are suspected. This online learning is applied separately to
the foreground candidate object region and the surrounding background region. The method
for online maintenance of spatiotemporal point correspondences is similar to the work in
(Haner & Gu,10; Khan & Gu,10), which contains the following main steps:
• Assign weights to all corresponding feature points;
• Add new candidate feature points;
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• Prune feature points with low weights;
• Freeze the updating when a partial occlusion of object is likely to occur;
• Separate maintenance of the foreground feature point set PF and the background feature
point set PB.
5.1.1 Maintenance of foreground feature point set PF
For this feature point set, online learning of the dynamic feature points contains the following
main steps:
Assigning weights: First, a set of feature points PF = {pi = (xi, yi), i = 1, 2, · · · } at the frame
t is selected from the SIFT, within the transformed bounding box area obtained by using the
estimated affine transform parameters from the RANSAC to the tracked object box at (t-1).
Feature points from RANSAC that are outside the transformed bounding box (i.e. belong to
the background) are then removed. After that, a candidate consensus point set PF is created.
PF consists of three subsets of feature points according to how consensus correspondences in
the foreground set are established,
PF = {PFa ∪ P
F
b ∪ P
F
c } (15)
In (15), PFa contains matched consensus points, i.e. the feature points selected by the
RANSAC, PFb contains the outliers that fail to agree with the best estimated transform
parameters in the RANSAC (which could be the result from noise influence or object
dynamics), and PFc is the set of newly added feature points from the SIFT that are initiated
within the candidate object region at t and do not correspond to any background feature
points. Each feature point pi in the candidate set PF is assigned to a weight according to:
W it =
⎧⎨
⎩
W it−1 + 2 pi ∈ P
F
a
W it−1 − 1 pi ∈ P
F
b
W i0 pi ∈ P
F
c
(16)
where the initial weight for a new feature pointW i0 is set to be the median weight value of all
points in the subsets PFa and P
F
b , i.e. W
j
0 = median(W
j
t |pj ∈ P
F
a ∪ P
F
b ), and W
i
t−1 for P
F
a and
PFb is initialized to zero in the first frame. Once the maximum consensus points are selected
at t, their weights in (16) are increased. For those corresponding points that do not fit to the
estimated transform parameters in the RANSAC (i.e. matched outliers), their weights in (16)
are reduced.
Adding or pruning consensus points: After updating the weights in (16), feature points in PF
are then updated. This is done by first sorting out the feature points in PF according to their
weights. New feature points in PFc are addedwith the median weight values, so that theymay
remain in the set after the subsequent pruning process. The pruning process is then applied
to keep a reasonable size of PF by removing low weight feature points in the set. This is done
by keeping the LF (LF empirically determined, LF=1000 in our tests) highest weight points in
the set and removing the remaining ones.
Freezing the updating when a partial occlusion is highly probable: If an object is occluded by
cluttered background or intersected by other objects, object appearance within the bounding
box may change significantly. The Bhattacharyya coefficient value may indicate the existence
of such scenarios, as the images between the tracked object and the reference object become
less similar. When such a scenario occurs, the online maintenance process should be
temporally frozen in order to not include the feature points from the background clutter or
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the occluding object. The Bhattacharyya coefficient is computed by using the histograms
from the reference object and from the tracked object region R(1) at t obtained in RANSAC
as ρ
(1)
t = ∑
m
u=1
√
pt,(1)u (y,Σ) qtu, where p
t,(1)
u and qtu are the uth bin of spatial kernel-weighted
color histogram from R(1) of tracker-A, and of the reference object region, respectively. The
kernel center y = (y1, y2) and the anisotropic kernel bandwidth matrix Σ can be computed
using the method described in Section 4.2. The Bhattacharyya coefficient ρ
(1)
t is used to
indicate whether or not the region R(1) is likely to contain occluding objects/background
area, e.g. from partial occlusions or object intersections. If ρ
(1)
t is small, indicating that the
global appearance of object is significantly different from that of the reference object, then the
dynamic maintenance is temporally frozen, so that no new feature points would be wrongly
added. This is done as follows: If ρ
(1)
t ≤ TF (TF is a threshold determined empirically), then
the maintenance process freezes, otherwise the maintenance process proceeds.
5.1.2 Maintenance of background feature point set PB
Online learning is also performed to the background set to maintain the dynamic background
feature points. The background set contains feature points in between the large searching
box and the candidate object region (see the area between the black and red rectangles in
Fig.2). Comparing with the foreground case, the following differences exist for maintaining
the background set:
The searching area and its re-initialization: The search area at t (see the black rectangle in Fig.2) is
a rectangular area, that is larger than the tracked object region R(1)t−1. This is done by extending
both the left and right side of R(1)t−1 by kxw
(1) (w(1) is the width of R(1)t−1, and kx=0.5 in our tests),
and extending both the top and bottom side of R(1)t−1 by kyh
(1) (h(1) is the height of R(1)t−1, and
ky ∈ [0.1, 0.5] in our tests). This results in a searching area of (2kx + 1)w(1) in width, and
(2ky + 1)h(1) in height. Correspondingly, the search area is re-initialized immediately after
the re-initialization of the foreground object region R(1)t .
Shift foreground points to the background set: Those feature points in the foreground set that find
their correspondences in the background set are re-assigned to the background set.
Adding and pruning new background points: New feature points that are found in the
background region at the current frame t are added into this set. A maximum number LB
is then assigned to the background point set (LB=1500 in our tests, empirically determined).
Feature points in this set are sorted out according to their aging: If the total number of feature
points exceeds LB, then only the newest LB feature points are kept while the remaining old
aging points are removed.
5.2 Online learning of dynamic reference object appearance
Since the appearance of a target object may change in time, using a time-independent
appearance distribution qt = q for the reference object may lead to tracking drift or tracking
failures in the mean shift especially when the pdf of a visual object changes (e.g. significant
changes in the object color distribution). Despite much research work in the mean shift-based
object tracking, online learning of reference object pdf q remains an open issue. This is mainly
due to the ambiguity on the change which could be caused either by object itself or by some
background interferences (e.g. occlusions/intersections or background clutter) and the lack of
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occlusion priors. An efficient method for online learning of reference object pdf for the mean
shift has so far been reported in (Khan & Gu,10).
The basic idea behind this online learning method is to only update the reference appearance
distribution at those frames where reliable tracking without occlusion is indicated. Further,
the updating frequency does not need to be very high, since object changes are usually gradual
due to the mechanical movement. The online learning is done by using a criterion function
and seeking the local maximum point that corresponds to good tracking performance in
each individual frame interval of fixed length. Let ρt = ∑u
√
qj−1u ptu be the Bhattacharyya
coefficient between the current tracked object from the final tracker and the reference object
in the previous (j − 1)th interval, and xt,i be the four corners of the tracked region R
(obj)
t
from the final tracker. Noting that qj−1u implies that qtu is in the (j − 1)th interval, t ∈
[(j− 2)S+ 1, (j− 1)S], where S is the total frames in the interval (S is empirically determined
depending on the motion speed and video frame rate, S=25 frames in our tests). If the
following conditions are both satisfied:
distt =
4
∑
i=1
‖xt,i − xt−1,i‖
2
< T1, and ρt > T2 (17)
then the reference object appearance distribution qj in the jth interval is updated
qj = κpt
∗
+ (1− κ)qj−1 (18)
where j = 1, 2, · · · , and t∗ is the highest performance frame chosen from
t∗ = argmaxt∈[(j−1)S+1,jS] ρt (19)
and qj is the updated reference object pdf in the jth interval that is related to the time interval
t ∈ [(j− 1)S+ 1, jS], κ is the constant controlling the learning rate (κ = 0.1 in our tests), pt
∗
is
the appearance distribution of the candidate object where t∗ is chosen from (19). If (17) is not
satisfied, then the reference object distribution remains unchanged, i.e., qj ← qj−1. Key steps
for updating qj in the jth interval can be summarized as:
1. Check whether conditions in (17) are satisfied in t ∈ [(j− 1)S+ 1, jS];
2. If satisfied, updating qj using (18) where the frame t∗ is selected from (19);
3. Otherwise, freezing the update by assigning qj ← qj−1.
As an example, Fig.4 shows the two performance curves in (17) for the video "stair walking",
where the thresholds T1 and T2 (blue dash line) and the updated frames (red dots) are marked.
To demonstrate the effect of online learning, Fig.5 shows the results from the hybrid tracker
with and without adding online learning to the reference object appearance. It shows that the
improvement of tracking performance ismost visiblewith the increase of video frame number.
Since object appearance changes gradually in time, online learning of dynamic reference object
distribution has indeed yielded visible improvement in tracking.
6. Hybrid tracker formulated from a criterion function
This section describes the formulation of hybrid tracker through combining the two baseline
trackers under a given criterion function.
For the baseline tracker-A in Section 4.1, feature point correspondences are estimated by using
spatiotemporal SIFT-RANSAC in the foreground and background regions. A tight rectangle
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Fig. 4. Online learning of qt for video "stair walking". Left: the curve of Bhattacharyya
coefficient ρt in (17) vs. frame number, where the blue dash line is the threshold T2, and the
red dots are the frames updated. Right: the curve of distance of four corners distt in (17) vs.
frame number, where the blue dash line is T1 and the corresponding updated frames are in
red dots.
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Fig. 5. Left: Tracking errors for the hybrid tracker as a function of video frame number.
Distance d1 in the curve is defined between the tracked and the ground-truth regions,
according to (25). Red: with online learning; Blue: without online learning. Both curves are
for the "stair walking" video; Right: an example frame of "stair walking".
surrounding the foreground points is then drawn as the candidate object region R(1)t that is
described by a parameter vector,
R(1)t : V
(1)
t = [yc = (y
(1)
1,c , y
(1)
2,c ),w
(1), h(1), θ(1),PF ]Tt
containing the 2D center position, width, height and orientation of the bounding box, and
the foreground point set. For the baseline tracker-B in Section 4.2, an image region R(2)t
whose image content is most similar to the reference object appearance is sought by using the
enhanced anisotropic mean shift with its kernel partially guided by the local feature points.
This enhanced mean shift tracker generates a parameterized candidate region
R(2)t : V
(2)
t = [y = (y
(2)
1 , y
(2)
2 ),w
(2), h(2), θ(2),h(2)rgb]
T
t
A third candidate object region R(3)t is then formed whose parameter vector is a weighted
combination of the parameter vectors of the above two baseline trackers, i.e.,
R(3)t : V
(3)
t = ∑
2
i=1 ρ˜
(i)
t V
(i)
t
(20)
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where ρ
(i)
t is the Bhattacharyya coefficient (defined in (23)), and ρ˜
(i)
t is the normalized
Bhattacharyya coefficients for the two baseline trackers,
ρ˜
(i)
t =
ρ
(i)
t
ρ
(1)
t + ρ
(2)
t
(21)
For the final hybrid tracker, the parameter vector associated with the optimal target object
region R(obj)t is selected by maximizing the following criterion,
V(obj)t = argmax
i:V(i)t
{
ρ
(i)
t , i = 1, · · · , 3
}
(22)
where ρ
(i)
t , i=1,2,3, is the Bhattacharyya coefficient measuring the similarity between the
reference object and the candidate object from the tracked candidate region R(i)t at time t,
ρ
(i)
t =
m
∑
u=1
√
qtu p
t,(i)
u (23)
pt,(i)u is the uth bin of candidate object pdf estimate either from the baseline tracker-A (i=1) or
from the baseline tracker-B (i=2), qtu is the uth bin of reference object pdf estimate. Noting that
the superscript t in qtu indicates that the reference object pdf is dynamic. Table 1 summarizes
the algorithm of the entire hybrid tracking scheme.
Initialization::
Frame t = 0: mark a bounding box for the object and compute q0;
For frame t = 1, 2, · · · , do:
1. Baseline tracker-A: Local feature correspondences by the spatiotemporal SIFT-RANSAC.
1.1 Compute correspondence points by SIFT in the searching area;
1.2 Find consensus points, estimate the transform, compute scores by RANSAC;
1.3 Perform dynamic point maintenance to PF and PB;
1.4 Compute V(1)t , R
(1)
t , and ρ
(1)
t ;
1.5 If (3) is satisfied, re-initialize V(1)t , R
(1)
t , and ρ˜
(1)
t ;
2. Baseline tracker-B: Enhanced anisotropic mean shift:
2.1 Using (12) to determine the initial V(2);
2.2 Compute yˆ(t) using (8), and Σˆ(t) using (9);
2.3 Repeat Step 2.2 until convergence;
2.4 Compute wˆ(2)t , hˆ
(2)
t , θˆ
(2)
t from (11), and form V
(2)
t ;
2.5 Compute ρ
(2)
t and form R
(2)
t ;
2.6 If (13) is satisfied, re-initialize V(2)t , R
(2)
t and ρ˜
(2)
t ;
3. Compute the combined region parameters V(3) using (20);
4. Determine R(obj)t for the hybrid tracker according to (22);
5. Online learning of object appearance pdf:
If mod(t, S) = 0 (i.e., boundary of an interval), then online
learning of qj using (18), if conditions in (17) are satisfied;
END (For)
Table 1. The algorithm for the hybrid tracking scheme
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7. Application: Employ online learning in the joint mean shift and particle
filter-based tracker
In this section, we show a new application example where the online learning approach
in Section 5.2 is directly added to an existing joint anisotropic mean shift and particle
filter-based (JMSPF) tracking scheme (Khan et al.,09), in order to further improve the tracking
performance.
In the JMSPF tracking scheme, a particle filter is used to track the parameters of object shape
(or, the bounding box of object), while the multi-mode anisotropic mean shift is embedded
in the the particle filter through shifting its kernel location to the most similar object area and
subsequently forming up the conditional probability based on the appearance distance metric.
In such a way, PF weights are updated by using the likelihood obtained from the mean-shift,
that re-distribute particles according to the distancemetric through exploiting themost similar
object appearance from the mean shift, rather than using the random sampling. This leads to
more efficient utilizing of particles, hence a significantly reduction of the required number
of particles: from NP = 800 particles when the state vector contains both the shape and
the appearance of object (Wang et al.,08), to NP=15 particles in this JMSPF tracking scheme.
Details of the JMSPF tracking scheme is referred to (Khan et al.,09).
Due to the lack of effective online learning methods, the JMSPF tracker in (Khan et al.,09) uses
a time-invariant reference object appearance. Adding online learning of object appearance to
the JMSPF tracker can be done by applying (18) in fixed-length frame intervals, with a small
modification to include the superscript i for particles,
qj,i = κpt
∗ ,i + (1− κ)qj−1,i, i = 1, · · · ,NP (24)
if the both conditions in (17) are satisfied. Further, the re-initialization process in Section
4.2.4 can also be applied. A JMSPF tracking scheme after adding the online learning and
re-initialization process can be shown schematically in Fig.6.
Fig. 6. Block diagram of the joint multi-mode anisotropic mean shift and particle filter-based
tracking scheme (JMSPF) with online learning. Notations used in the block diagram: It:
image frame at t; sˆ(obj)t−1 and sˆ
(obj)
t : tracked box parameters at (t-1) and t; s
(j)
t : jth particle at t;
qt−1 and qt: the estimated reference object pdf at (t-1) and t.
Fig.7 shows the tracking errors on the two videos "ThreePastShop2Cor" (CAVIAR Dataset)
and "Pets2006_S07_C4" (PETS2006) with andwithout online learning. One can see that adding
online learning to the scheme is able to further improve the tracking robustness and reduce
the tracking drift in these cases.
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Fig. 7. Tracking errors for the JMSPF tracker: the distance d1 in the curve is defined between
the tracked and ground-truth regions according to (25). Red: with online learning; Blue:
without online learning. Left: from the video "ThreePastShop2Cor"; Right: from the video
"Pets2006_S07_C4". The ground truth boxes are manually marked. For "ThreePastShop2Cor",
only the first 250 frames of ground truth boxes are marked and compared.
8. Experimental results and performance evaluation
The hybrid tracking scheme (summarized in Section 6) has been tested on numerous videos
containing a range of complex scenarios. Our test results have shown that the hybrid tracking
scheme is very robust and has yielded a marked improvement in terms of tracking drift,
tightness and accuracy of tracked bounding boxes. This is especially obvious when complex
scenarios in videos contain long-term partial occlusions, object intersections, severe object
deformation, or cluttered background / background objects with similar color distributions
to the foreground object.
8.1 Experimental setup
For testing the effectiveness of the hybrid tracking scheme, test videos that contain difficult
scenarios in a range of complexities (e.g. long-term partial occlusion, object intersection,
deformation or, pose changes) are selected. These videos are either captured from a dynamic
or a static camera. In the tests, the initial bounding box is manually marked. Methods
for automatic initial bounding box is beyond the scope of this chapter, readers can exploit
other techniques, e.g. multiple hypothesis tests (Reid,79), active shape models or polygon
vertices (Cootes et al.,01). For the mean shift tracking, a 32× 32× 32 bin histogram is used
for the RGB color images. The maximum number of iterations is 10 for the enhanced mean
shift for all videos and is determined empirically. Table 2 summarizes the thresholds used
for re-initialization thresholds as well as the γ values for normalizing the kernel bandwidth
matrix of the mean shift in the hybrid tracker. (T(2)1 , T
(2)
2 ) in (12) are set to (10, 0.95) in all
cases. Further, Table 3 summarizes the online learning thresholds used for the hybrid tracker
and the improved JMSPF tracker.
8.2 Qualitative evaluation and comparison of tracking results
The hybrid tracking scheme has been tested on numerous videos that contain a variety of
difficult tracking scenarios. Fig.8 shows the tracking results (key video frames) from the
hybrid scheme (marked by red solid line rectangles) on 5 videos. In all cases, online learning
is included in the hybrid tracker.
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Video in baseline tracker-A in baseline tracker-B
T(1)1 T
(1)
2 T
(2)
3 T
(2)
4 γ
walking lady 50 0.73 30 0.950 0.33
OneShopOneWait2Cor 300 0.65 15 0.975 0.33
ThreePastShop2Cor 60 0.98 15 0.975 0.33
Pets2006_S7_C4 150 0.87 12 0.975 0.31
Pets2007_DS5_C1 100 0.88 15 0.975 0.23
Table 2. Parameters in the hybrid tracker: re-initializing thresholds in (3) and (13), and
γ-normalization in (8).
Video Hybrid tracker JMSPF tracker
T1 T2 T1 T2
walking lady 10 0.95 50 0.90
OneShopOneWait2Cor 30 0.95 20 0.90
ThreePastShop2Cor 30 0.96 15 0.96
Pets2006_S7_C4 30 0.95 20 0.95
Pets2007_DS5_C1 30 0.95 20 0.90
Table 3. Online learning thresholds in (17) for the hybrid tracker and the JMSPF tracker.
The video "walking lady" captured from a moving camera contains several long-term partial
occlusions when the lady walks behind cars. Further, colors from a part of the object
sometimes appear to be similar to the occluding car.
The video "OneShopOneWait2Cor" is downloaded from the CAVIAR dataset
(CAVIAR Dataset). The selected target object is a walking man with dark colored clothes.
During the course of walking, there is intersection where another man partially occludes the
target man, also there are pose changes while the man is waiting, and scale changes during
the course of walking.
The video "ThreePastShop2Cor" is also from the CAVIAR dataset (CAVIAR Dataset). In the
video, the selected target (a man wearing a red coat with a backpack) walks in parallel with
two other persons before intersecting with one of them by suddenly changing his walking
direction. The man continues his walking and passes another nearby person with a red coat
coming from the opposite direction. After a while, several other intersections appear when
the man walks continuously away from the camera (depth changes).
The video "Pets2006_S7_C4" is from the Pets 2006 dataset (PETS2006), named "Dataset S7
(Take 6-B)" by the camera 4. The selected target object is a walking man with dark clothes.
During the course of walking, there are several intersections with partial occlusions, pose
changes. The man also passes over other walking persons with similar color clothes.
The video "Pets2007_S05_C1" is from the Pets 2007 dataset (PETS2007), named "Dataset S5"
from the camera one. The video ia probably captured around a check-in desk in an airport,
where there are many walking persons. The selected target object is a man with white shirt
carrying a backpack. Tracking this single target through the crowds (containing around 20
persons where some are moving, some stand still) is a rather challenging task, as there are
many and frequent partial occlusions, intersections and pose changes.
The aim of these tests is to qualitatively evaluate the robustness of the hybrid tracking scheme,
especially in video scenes containing long term partial occlusions, object intersections,
deformations and fast motion, cluttered background or background object.
Comparisons: Comparisons are made with three state-of-the-art methods that are
closely-related to the hybrid tracker described in this chapter. They are:
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Fig. 8. Comparing tracking results from 3 trackers: the hybrid tracker (red solid line box),
Tracker-1 (green short dash line); Tracker-2 (blue long dash line). From rows 1-6: results for
videos (key frames) "walking lady", "OneShopOneWait2Cor", "ThreePastShop2Cor",
"Pets2006_S5_C4" and "Pets2007_DS5_C1".
• Tracker-1: an anisotropic mean shift tracker in (Sumin & Xianwu,08) that is formed entirely
based on using global object modeling.
• Tracker-2: a spatiotemporal SIFT-RANSAC tracker that is entirely based on using local
feature points.
• Tracker-3: a fragments-based tracker that uses integral histograms (Adam et al.,06).
Since we do not have the program code of Tracker-3, comparison is made by using the
same videos shown in the Tracker-3 (Adam et al.,06). Three videos (rows 1-3 in Fig.8) in
(Adam et al.,06) are found by the Internet search, and are used for comparisons with Tracker-3.
Fig.8 shows the tracking results from the three tracking methods: the hybrid tracker (marked
in red solid line boxes), Tracker-1 (marked in green short dash line boxes), and Tracker-2
(marked in blue long dash line boxes). Observing the tracked results in Fig.8, the hybrid
tracker is shown to be very robust with tightly tracked bounding boxes and without tracking
drift. Comparing the results from the hybrid tracker and the two existing Tracker-1 and
Tracker-2, the hybrid tracking scheme is shown to be much more robust with marked
improvement, especially in difficult video scenarios that contain long partial occlusions,
object intersects, fast object motions, nearby persons/cluttered background with similar color
distributions and shape. For the video "Pets2007_S05_C1", the hybrid tracker has eventually
failed after 490 frames as the scenes contain toomany persons (around 15) with high frequency
of partial occlusions. Comparing with Tracker-1 and Tracker-2, the two trackers have failed in
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about 400 and 240 frames, respectively, while the hybrid tracker has managed to track the
object somewhat longer.
Fig.9 shows the tracking results in (Adam et al.,06) (referred to as: Tracker-3). Comparing the
tracking results (marked in red box) shown in Fig.9 and the tracking results in Fig.8 (rows
1-3, marked in red box), one can see that the two trackers have somewhat similar tracking
performance in these 3 videos, both have tracked the target object rather well. Comparisons
using more complex videos, e.g., "Pets2007_DS5_C1" would probably be able to distinguish
the performance differences of these 2 trackers, however, no tests are made as this would
require to run the program of (Adam et al.,06).
Fig. 9. Results from Tracker-3 (courtesy from (Adam et al.,06)): results from Tracker-3 (Red);
manually selected target (Pink). Top to bottom: frames from the videos "walking lady",
"OneShopOneWait2Cor" and "ThreePastShop2Cor".
8.3 Quantitative evaluation and comparisons of performance
To quantitatively evaluate and compare the performance of the hybrid tracker and the two
existing trackers (Tracker-1 and Tracker-2), three distance metrics are used.
8.3.1 Distance metrics
The Euclidian distance: is defined between the four corners of the tracked object bounding box
and the manually marked ground truth box as follows,
d1 =
1
4
4
∑
i=1
√
(xi,1 − xGTi,1 )
2 + (xi,2 − xGTi,2 )
2 (25)
where (xi,1, xi,2) and (xGTi, , x
GT
i,2 ), i = 1, · · · , 4, are the corners of rectangular box from the final
hybrid tracker and the manually marked Ground Truth (GT), respectively.
The MSE (Mean Square Error): is defined between the 5 parameters (2D center, width, height
and orientation) of tracked object box and the manually marked Ground Truth (GT) object
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bounding box over all frames in each video,
MSE =
1
N
N
∑
t=1
√(
vti − v
t,GT
i
)2
(26)
where vti is the ith parameter of a tracked box at t, v
t,GT
i is the ith ground truth parameter at t,
N is the total number of frames in the video.
The Bhattacharyya distance: is defined between the tracked object box and the reference object
box as follows:
d2 =
√
1−∑
u
ρ(pu , qu) (27)
where u is the index of histogram bin. Under this criterion, good performance is indicated
by small d2 values. The average Bhattacharyya distance d¯2 is computed by averaging the
Bhattacharyya distances over all frames in each video.
In the first row of Fig.10, we compare the tracking errors for the 3 trackers (the hybrid tracker,
Tracker-1 and Tracker-2), in terms of the Euclidian distance d1 (in (25)) between the tracked box
and the ground truth box as a function of image frames, on the video "face" and "walking
lady". Comparing the results from the two videos, the hybrid tracker has clearly shown better
performance than those from the Tracker-1 and Tracker-2 in these cases. In the 2nd row of
Fig.10, we compare the hybrid tracker and the JMSPF tracker with online learning. Comparing
the results from the two videos, the JMSPF tracker seems better in "ThreePastShop2Cor" and
slightly worse in "walking lady" to that obtained from the hybrid tracker. The performance of
these two methods varies depending on the test videos.
Table 4 shows the tracking errors (the MSEs defined in (26)) for the four trackers: the hybrid
tracker, the JMSPF tracker, Tracker-1, and Tracker-2. Comparing the results in the table, the
hybrid tracker and JMSPF tracker have shown clearly better performance than those from the
two existing Tracker-1 and Tracker-2. Further, the JMSPF tracker is shown to be much better
than that of the hybrid tracker on the video "ThreePastShop2Corthe" and slightly worse on
the video "walking lady".
Video Box Hybrid JMSPF Tracker-1 Tracker-2
Parameters tracker tracker
walking lady x-position 1.6851 2.9454 51.575 19.854
y-position 1.6020 4.7661 66.222 10.357
width w 0.8935 1.0221 4.7926 3.3857
height h 1.1682 2.6063 2.5973 55.973
θ (in radius) 0.0011 0.0047 0.0627 0.0123
ThreePastShop2Cor x-position 2.8815 0.9940 23.835 4.8997
y-position 3.3784 2.7138 37.878 7.6360
width w 1.9675 1.0327 5.8228 2.4200
height h 16.836 2.1415 9.8112 4.3763
θ (in radius) 0.0067 0.0001 0.0023 0.0012
Table 4. Tracking errors, the MSE defined in (26), for 4 different trackers.
Table 5 shows the tracking errors, the average Bhattacharyya distances d2 in (27), for the four
trackers: the hybrid tracker, the JMSPF tracker, Tracker-1 and Tracker-2.
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Video Hybrid Tracker JMSPF Tracker Tracker-1 Tracker-2
walking lady 0.2076 0.2652 0.3123 0.3654
OneShopOneWait2Cor 0.1466 0.2037 0.4549 0.5240
ThreePastShop2Cor 0.1580 0.1444 0.3241 0.2861
Pets2006_S7_C4 0.1007 0.2267 0.2473 0.2032
Pets2007_DS5_C1 0.1455 0.2133 0.2840 0.2370
Table 5. Tracking errors, the average Bhattacharyya distances d¯2 in (27), for 4 different
trackers. The smaller the d2, the better the performance.
Fig. 10. Comparison of tracking errors (the Euclidian distance d1 in (25)) on the videos
"ThreePastShop2Cor" (column 1) and "walking lady" (column 2). 1st row: comparison
among 3 trackers: hybrid tracker (red), Tracker-1 (blu) and Tracker-2 (green); 2nd row:
comparison between hybrid tracker (red solid) and JMSPF tracker (blue dash). Noting the
scale difference in vertical axis for "walking lady" in the 2nd column.
8.4 Computational cost
To give an indication on the computational cost, the execution times are recorded for four
tracking methods: the hybrid tracker (summarized in Section 6), Tracker-1, Tracker-2, and
JMSPF tracker (in Section 7). Table 6 shows the average time (in Second) required for tracking
one object in one video frame, where the average is done over all frames in each video.
Noting that tracking time varies dependent on the complexity of video scenes. All these
tracking schemes are implemented byMatlab programs, and run on a PCwith a Intel Pentium
Dual 2.00 GHz processor. Observing Table 6 one can see that the hybrid tracker requires
Video Hybrid tracker Tracker-1 Tracker-2 JMSPF tracker
(in sec) (in sec) (in sec) (in sec)
OneShopOneWait2Cor 0.1498 0.0934 0.049 1.4356
ThreePastShop2Cor 0.1501 0.0954 0.053 1.3945
Pets2006_S7_C4 0.1352 0.0935 0.041 1.5423
Pets2007_DS5_C1 0.1489 0.0845 0.050 0.9870
Table 6. Average required time to track a visual object in one video frame, for 4 different
visual trackers. All programs are implemented in Matlab without optimizing the program
codes.
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more computations as comparing with Tracker-1 or Tracker-2, as the result of combining
baseline trackers, adding online learning and computing the criterion in order to make the
final tracking. Despite this, the hybrid tracker achieves an average tracking speed of 10
frames/second using the Matlab program. One may also observe that the JMSPF tracker
requires rather heavy computations, approximately 10 times of that required by the hybrid
tracker.
8.5 Comparison between the hybrid tracker and the JMSPF tracker
Both tracking schemes, the hybrid tracker (summarized in Section 6) and the JMSPF tracker
(in Section 7) are shown to be very robust in tracking visual objects. Fig.11 shows some
results of tracked video frames (key frames are selected) on 5 videos from these two methods.
Qualitatively evaluation of these tracking results through visual comparisons, both the hybrid
tracker and the JMSPF tracker are shown to be very robust. From the general visual
impression, the JMSPF tracker has a slightly better performance in terms of the tightness
and the accuracy of the bounding box in some frames. For the video "Pets2007_S05_C1",
similar to that in the hybrid tracker, the JMSPF tracker has eventually failed after about 490
frames as the scenes contain too many persons with high frequency of partial occlusions.
Quantitatively evaluations of the performance by comparing d2 values (defined in (27)) in
Table 5 (columns 1 and 2) and d1 values (defined in (25)) in Fig.10 (the right sub-figure), and
comparing the computational speed in Table 6 (columns 1 and 4), show that the hybrid tracker
has slightly smaller (average) d2 values and a much fast computational speed (about 10 times
faster) on the tested videos. While d1 values in the two trackers vary depending on the videos.
Overall, the hybrid tracker seems amore attractive choice, as the tradeoff between the average
performance, tracking robustness and computational speed.
8.6 Limitations
Despite very robust tracking performance from the hybrid tracking scheme, several weak
points are observed from the experiments. (a) If a target object in the video experiences a
long-duration partial occlusions over a large percentage of area (e.g.>60%), then the tracking
performance can be degraded, especially if the visible part is rather smooth and lacks of
local feature points. (b) For images contain a relatively large object, e.g., a face, large pose
changes could potentially cause tracking degradation. This is probably due to the complexity
of face movement (many possible local motions) and the use of pdf as the face appearance
model (that may not be the best choice). Improvement through using object-type-specific
appearance models and feature point correspondences under multiple local motion models
could be considered. (c) When full object occlusion occurs. Although our tests occasionally
contain a few frames of full occlusion, it causes the tracker temporally frozen or tracking
failure, however, the tracking is able to immediately recover or resume tracking soon after the
partial appearance of the object. In principle, full occlusions with a long duration is beyond
the limit of this scheme. The problem may be better tackled by trackers using videos from
multiple cameras.
9. Conclusion
A novel hybrid visual tracking scheme is presented in this chapter, which jointly exploits
local features and global appearances and shape of dynamic objects. The hybrid tracker
is formulated using a criterion function that optimally combines the results from two
baseline trackers: the spatiotemporal SIFT-RANSAC and the enhanced anisotropic mean shift.
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Fig. 11. Comparing tracking results from 2 trackers: the hybrid tracker (red solid line box)
and the JMSPF tracker with online learning (green dash line box). From rows 1-5: result
frames (key frames) from videos "walking lady", "OneShopOneWait2Cor",
"ThreePastShop2Cor", "Pets2006_S5_C4" and "Pets2007_DS5_C1".
Online learning of dynamic object is introduced to the global object appearance and local
object feature points separately: For object appearances, online learning of the appearance
distribution of reference object is performed in each fixed-length frame interval where the
ambiguity between the object change and the change due to partial occlusions is addressed.
For object feature points, online maintenance of two feature point sets (foreground and
background) is performed in each video frame, where the background set is used as priors
on the occlusion. It is worth noting that the online maintenance of feature point sets is a key
step for the realization of spatiotemporal SIFT-RANSAC. It is also worth mentioning that the
enhanced mean shift, by allowing the kernel position partially guided by local feature points,
significantly reduces the mean shift sensitivity to similar color distributed background/other
objects.
Experimental results on numerous videos with a range of complexities have shown that
the hybrid tracker has yielded very robust tracking performance. This is especially evident
when tracking objects through complex scenarios, for example, video scenes where the target
object experiences long-term partial occlusions or intersections from other objects, large object
deformations, abrupt motion changes of object, dynamic cluttered background/occluding
objects having similar color distributions to the target object. Results of quantitative and
qualitative evaluations and comparisons of the hybrid tracker and the two existing tracking
methods, (Tracker-1 and Tracker-2), have shown a marked tracking improvement from the
hybrid tracker, in terms of reduced tracking drift and improved tightness of tracked object
bounding box. Comparisons by visual inspecting the tracking results of 3 videos from the
hybrid tracker and from (Adam et al.,06) have shown that both trackers perform rather well
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in these cases. Further comparisons on complex video scenarios requires to run the program
from (Adam et al.,06) and hence not performed. Comparisons of the hybrid tracker and the
JMSPF tracker with online learning (in Section 7) have shown that latter has rather similar
however occasionally slightly better performance but at the cost of significantly increase in
computations (approximately 10 times). Comparisons of hybrid tracker with and without
online learning have shown that adding online learning has significantly reduced the tracking
drift especially for long video sequences. Overall, the hybrid tracking scheme is shown to
be very robust and yielded marked improvements over the existing trackers (Tracker-1 and
Tracker-2). Comparing with the JMSPF tracker, the hybrid tracker provides a better tradeoff
between the tracking robustness and tracking speed (≈ 10 frames/second in our Matlab
program).
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